Characterization of transient molecular structures formed during chemical and biological processes is essential for understanding their mechanisms and functions. Over the last decade, time-resolved X-ray liquidography (TRXL) and time-resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy (TRXAS) have emerged as powerful techniques for molecular and electronic structural analysis of photoinduced reactions in the solution phase. Both techniques make use of a pump-probe scheme that consists of (1) an optical pump pulse to initiate a photoinduced process and (2) an X-ray probe pulse to monitor changes in the molecular structure as a function of time delay between pump and probe pulses. TRXL is sensitive to changes in the global molecular structure and therefore can be used to elucidate structural changes of reacting solute molecules as well as the collective response of solvent molecules. On the other hand, TRXAS can be used to probe changes in both local geometrical and electronic structures of specific X-ray-absorbing atoms due to the element-specific nature of core-level transitions. These techniques are complementary to each other and a combination of the two methods will enhance the capability of accurately obtaining structural changes induced by photoexcitation. Here we review the principles of TRXL and TRXAS and present recent application examples of the two methods for studying chemical and biological processes in solution. Furthermore, we briefly discuss the prospect of using X-ray free electron lasers for the two techniques, which will allow us to keep track of structural dynamics on femtosecond time scales in various solution-phase molecular reactions.
Introduction
Chemical and biological processes occur in a well-coordinated sequence of bond breaking and formation, resulting in the progression of the molecular structure. To better understand such dynamic processes, it is required to have experimental methods that can measure the temporal variation of chemical bonds and related molecular structures. For this purpose, researchers have developed various time-resolved optical spectroscopic tools that employ ultrashort, coherent pulses at optical frequencies from ultraviolet (UV) to infrared (IR). [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Timeresolved spectroscopic signals provide valuable information such as the lifetime of a specific energy state and related wavepacket motions along the potential energy surfaces. 21 However, in most cases, the spectroscopic signals do not contain direct information on molecular and electronic structures in terms of atomic coordinates, bond lengths, bond angles, valence charge, and spin densities. In other words, the time-resolved spectroscopic signals at the optical frequencies are not directly related to the global molecular structures at the atomic level.
To circumvent the limitations of time-resolved optical spectroscopy, there have been many efforts to develop time-resolved techniques employing structure-sensitive probes such as electron diffraction, X-ray diffraction (or scattering), and X-ray absorption. As a result, ultrafast electron diffraction (UED), time-resolved X-ray diffraction (TRXD), and time-resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy (TRXAS) have been developed over the last decade and proven to be very effective in characterizing transient structures with the time resolution comparable to that of optical spectroscopy. Among these techniques, due to high scattering cross-section of electrons with matter, UED and ultrafast electron microscopy have been mainly applied to studying ultrafast structural dynamics of molecular systems in the gas phase, surfaces, interfaces, thin films, and membranes as well as proteins and nanostructures. In contrast, due to the high penetration depth of X-rays, TRXD is appropriate for probing transient structures in condensed media. Specifically, TRXD can be classified into two categories depending on the phase of the sample: time-resolved X-ray crystallography and time-resolved X-ray liquidography (TRXL). Time-resolved X-ray crystallography is applied to crystalline samples with long-range order and, since 1990s, has been established as a major tool for investigating structural dynamics of solid chemicals and biological systems in single crystals with atomic resolution. In contrast, TRXL, which is also called time-resolved X-ray solution scattering (TRXSS), is applied to samples in condensed media and has made great strides over the last decade as an effective method for studying structural dynamics of chemical and biological reactions in liquid and solution phases. As a result, TRXL has been used to elucidate structural dynamics of small organic, inorganic, and protein molecules in solution with B100 ps temporal resolution based on X-ray pulses generated from third-generation synchrotrons. Furthermore, with the recent development of X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs), both TRXL [139] [140] [141] [142] and time-resolved crystallography 143 can now access ultrafast dynamics of chemical reactions and protein structural transitions on time scales down to hundreds of femtoseconds. In this review, we focus on TRXL and its applications to chemical and biological processes in solution.
In parallel with TRXL, TRXAS has emerged as a powerful tool for studying ultrafast structural/electronic dynamics because TRXAS can provide the relationship between the electronic structure and the local molecular structure. With 100 ps X-ray pulses generated from synchrotrons, TRXAS has been used to study various phenomena in transition metal complexes and interfacial dynamics of nanomaterials relevant to catalysis, solar energy conversion, and functional materials. 39, Recently, the time resolution of TRXAS has been extended to femtosecond time scales with the development of X-ray pulse generation technology 160, 170 and XFELs. 141, [171] [172] [173] [174] Here we review the basic principles and application examples of the TRXL and TRXAS along with an outlook of the future directions for the research using these techniques. In particular, we emphasize that the two time-resolved X-ray techniques are well suited for studying structural dynamics of reacting molecules in the solution phase. Since most reactions in chemistry and biology occur in the solution phase, it is important to probe the progress of the dynamic processes in their inherent environment. Considering the complementary nature of the two techniques in terms of their sensitivities to the molecular and electronic structure of the target molecules, the combination of the two techniques allows us to unambiguously elucidate the reaction dynamics in the solution phase. Because TRXL and TRXAS require X-ray pulses with high stability, high photon flux, and wide tenability (in case of TRXAS), most of the time-resolved X-ray studies of solution-phase systems have been performed at third-generation synchrotron sources. However, table-top laser plasma sources, 175, 176 which can achieve femtosecond temporal resolution, have also been used for time-resolved X-ray diffraction 177, 178 and femtosecond XAS [179] [180] [181] [182] experiments. Here we note that, in this review article, we focus on only our own research studies performed using synchrotron sources rather than present a comprehensive review of studies in the field of time-resolved X-ray methods due to the space limit of this article.
2. Time-resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy
Principle of TRXAS
X-ray absorption spectroscopy measures the absorption of X-rays by specific atoms in sample molecules as a function of incident X-ray energy. The X-ray absorption spectra are characterized by absorption edges (K, L, M, . . .), which are unique to the type of absorbing atoms, and fine structures in the low-energy part near the edge (X-ray absorption near-edge structure: XANES) 183 and in the high-energy region from tens to hundreds of eV above the edge (extended X-ray absorption fine structure: EXAFS). 184 The XANES mainly originates from bound-bound transitions from the atomic core orbital to valence orbitals and thus provides information on the electronic structure of molecules. Highly oscillatory EXAFS features arise from single scattering events between the absorbing central atom and the nearest neighbouring atoms and thus gives information on the local geometric structure around the central atom. Overall, the measured TRXAS spectra probe electronic transitions from the core level to valence orbitals and thus provide a direct means of obtaining excited-state electronic structures/configurations and local geometric structures that may be inaccessible by ultrafast optical spectroscopy. Thus far, however, full structural characterization of transient species by time-resolved EXAFS in the hard X-ray range has been limited to only a few molecular systems with high quantum yield 147, 149, 153, 156, 165, 170 because TRXAS signals have a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio in the EXAFS range (typically one order of magnitude less than in the XANES region) and the EXAFS features may be obscured by the overlap of different absorption edges. TRXAS requires short X-ray pulses that are synchronized with pump laser pulses and monochromatic near the X-ray absorption edges of the atoms of interest in the sample. Thus far, most of the TRXAS experiments for solution-phase reactions have been conducted at third-generation synchrotrons with the time resolution of a few tens of ps, while femtosecond TRXAS experiments have been performed for several prototype molecules at XFELs. One of the beamlines where TRXAS measurements can be implemented is the ultrafast X-ray facility of Advanced Light Source (ALS) at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). 154, 162, 163, 169, 170, [185] [186] [187] The beamline has a 4 kHz amplified laser system, which is synchronized with a RF clock of the synchrotron, and frequency converters and provides fs and ps X-ray pulses that are widely tunable in the energy range from soft X-rays (350-1200 eV) to hard X-rays (2-8 keV). This energy range is wide enough to cover K-and L-edges of all first-row transition metals and absorption edges of common elements in functional materials, for example, sulfur K-edge and ruthenium L-edge. For TRXAS experiment at this beamline, a special filling pattern called a ''camshaft'' bunch is employed from the ALS storage ring consisting of 275 electron bunches spaced 2 ns apart. Specifically, the camshaft bunch (10 mA maximum current, 70 ps temporal duration) is isolated with a 100 ns-wide gap, allowing the gated detection of X-rays produced by this single bunch. The X-ray transmission through a thin liquid film (or a liquid sheet) generated from a sapphire nozzle is recorded at twice the repetition rate of the pump laser (typically 4 kHz) using a gated detector (silicon avalanche photodiode), thereby creating interleaved transmission intensities of unperturbed (laser off) and excited (laser on) sample, I ref and I(t), respectively, where t is the time delay between the pump and the probe pulses. The difference signal (DT = I(t) À I ref ) is normalized with respect to the I ref signal on a shot-to-shot basis to account for long-term drifts of X-ray flux. This shot-to-shot collection scheme is dictated almost entirely by the shot-noise limit of the X-ray source and thereby X-ray transmission changes as low as 10 À4 can be recorded in a reasonable data acquisition time. Energy-resolved scans at a particular time delay are performed by tuning a variable line-space grating monochromator. The schematic diagram of this experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . For both soft and hard X-ray ranges, we measure TRXAS signals in a direct transmission mode, which requires the sample in the form of a stable liquid sheet. For hard X-ray TRXAS experiment, naked open-jet with 100-300 mm thickness is used, as in TRXL experiment. However, due to large absorption cross section of solvents in the soft X-ray regime, TRXAS in the transmission mode requires the sample in a liquid sheet of submicron thickness that remains stable in vacuum environment under typical photoexcitation conditions. 163, 169, 170 For this purpose, based on a previously reported design, 188 
Application of TRXAS
TRXAS can be used to determine molecular structures and associated electronic dynamics of photoexcited molecules. Over the past decade, TRXAS based on pulsed X-rays generated from synchrotrons has been applied to various molecules in chemistry, physics, biology, and materials science. 148, 149, 151, 165, [191] [192] [193] [194] [195] [196] In particular, our group has investigated photoinduced changes in the electronic charge distribution, the molecular structure, and the spin state of polypyridyl Fe(II) complexes. 154, 162, 163, 169, 170, 197 In the following sections, we present some of our own studies employing an approach of element-specific TRXAS at multiple X-ray absorption edges to better understand electronic and molecular dynamics of solvated functional materials, thereby answering many interesting scientific questions in materials science. 2.2.1 Structural and electronic dynamics of a spin crossover complex. Solvated transition-metal complexes are of fundamental interest due to strong interaction between electronic and molecular structures. For example, the photoinduced processes in analogue Fe(II) spin-crossover (SCO) complexes exhibit an effective coupling between optical charge-transfer excitation and subtle change of the molecular structure, leading to rapid spin-state interconversion and relevant electronic structural changes. As an effort to reveal the structural change of transitionmetal complexes associated with the electronic excitation, we investigated light-induced SCO processes of the [Fe(tren(py) 3 
complex, where tren(py) 3 is (tris(2-pyridylmethylimioethyl)amine), of which the molecular structure and the energy-level scheme for SCO processes are shown in Fig. 2 (A) and (B), respectively. 170 According to the ligand field theory, the structure of the tren(py) 3 ligand can be assumed to be an octahedral with the degeneracy of Fe 3d orbital partially lifted into 3-fold t 2g and 2-fold e g orbitals. The e g orbitals avoid the charge density of the nitrogen 2p orbital along the Fe-N bond axes at the expense of electron pairing energy in the fully occupied t 2g orbitals, forming a low-spin singlet 1 A 1g (t 2g 6 ) ground state as shown in Fig. 2(C) . Upon excitation of the metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) band, which corresponds roughly to the (t 2g ) 6 complex, we measured TRXAS at the Fe K-edge using 100 fs optical pulses and revealed the molecular structure of the transient quintet state. Fig. 2 (D) (upper panel) displays the static EXAFS spectra of the low-spin complex and its chemically-stabilized, highspin analogue. The theoretical analysis of the static EXAFS spectra indicates the increase of Fe-N bond length by 0.23 Å in the highspin analogue compared with the low-spin complex. Time-resolved EXAFS spectrum was obtained by taking the difference between a spectrum measured at a positive time delay (330 ps) and a reference spectrum measured at a negative time delay (À2 ns), as shown in the lower panel in Fig. 2(D) . This time-resolved EXAFS spectrum at the Fe K-edge was modelled with multiple scattering calculation using the FEFF code, 203 and it was found that the Fe-N bonds are elongated by 0.21 Å following the MLCT transition. According to TRXAS-EXAFS measurements on analogous Fe(II) spin-crossover complexes, the Fe-N elongation from B2.0 Å to B2.2 Å within 300 fs following the MLCT transition was commonly observed in many variants of this system despite considerable differences in the ligand structure. 154, 192, 204 As can be seen in the Fe K-edge TRXAS measurements of Fe(II) spin-crossover complexes, we can gain insight into the molecular dynamics of 3d transition metal complexes using metal K-edge spectroscopy, which requires a relatively simple sample delivery scheme due to small absorption cross sections of solvents and air in the hard X-ray regime. While TRXAS at the metal K-edge 141, 144, 154, 191, [194] [195] [196] 205 has provided ample information on the local molecular structure around the metal centre, it does not give direct information on the metal valence charge and spin density because the K-edge absorption of 3d transition metals is based on the 1s -4p transition and does not directly probe the 3d orbitals that are most relevant to chemical bonding. Although quadruple 1s -3d transitions give such information, they are strongly broadened and thus not unambiguous probes. 166, 204, 206 In this regard, metal L-edge spectroscopy based on the dipole-allowed 2p -3d transitions is more informative because they directly probe unoccupied valence orbitals with high resolution owing to smaller broadening of their spectral features by almost ten times compared with those of 1s-excitations. 147, [207] [208] [209] Specifically, TRXAS at transition-metal L-edges directly probes changes in ligandfield splitting of metal d orbitals and spin states via selective excitation of 2p 1/2 and 2p 3/2 electrons to vacancies in the 3d valence orbitals of metals with spin-orbit splitting. For the Fe(II) SCO processes, fast ligand-cage dilation and spin-state changes should be coupled to changes in Fe-3d/N-2p hybridizations caused by weakening of the Fe-N bonds as well as associated changes in the ligand-field electron configurations. Therefore, to probe Fe(II) SCO processes unambiguously, it is required to measure TRXAS at multiple Fe absorption energies, for example, at both K-and L-edges.
As an effort to complement the K-edge TRXAS measurement on the SCO processes of [Fe(tren(py) 3 )] 2+ , we performed TRXAS at Fe L 2,3 -edges (B700 eV) to reveal the changes of valence electron distribution following the MLCT excitation. 169 In the Feature Article ChemComm energies in Fig. 3(B) show ultrafast dynamics of the quintet formation. The spectrum of the low-spin ground state and the reconstructed spectrum of the high-spin state are shown in Fig. 3 (C) together with the charge transfer multiplet (CTM) simulation results. 207 The CTM method has proven very successful for simulating metal L-edge X-ray absorption spectra for various systems.
For comparison with the low-spin and high-spin spectra of [Fe(tren(py) 3 . The conjugated ligands tend to stabilize the valence charges of the iron centre through p-backbonding, resulting in the downshift of the unoccupied states. As a result, the L 2,3 -edge spectra of low-spin [Fe(tren(py) 3 , p-symmetric Cl-3p orbitals are fully occupied and therefore Cl ligands cannot serve as a p-acceptor. The resemblance of the two high-spin spectra indicates that p-backbonding in the low-spin state of [Fe(tren(py) 3 
)]
2+ is strongly inhibited due to orbital re-hybridization in the high-spin state. This interpretation is also supported by the CTM calculation, 169 which supports the dilation of ligand cage as shown by the Fe K-edge measurement. 154 We note that the net change of the integrated absorption for all Fe-2p transitions, which corresponds to the integrated area under the TRXAS spectrum in Fig. 3(A) , is zero, indicating that the overall charge density in the Fe-3d manifold remains constant during the spin-state interconversion. This result shows that ligand 1s spectroscopy 197 is sensitive to the valence charge densities of nearestneighbour atoms. This example demonstrates that the TRXAS measurements performed at multiple absorption edges are effective for revealing the changes in both the electronic configuration and molecular geometry of metal complexes along their excitedstate reaction pathways. A similar approach has been applied to intramolecular charge transfer of similar Ru(II), Ni(II), and Cu(II) complexes. 144, 149, [151] [152] [153] 161, 166, 167 2.2.2 Element-specific probing of TRXAS. One of the major strengths of X-ray absorption spectroscopy is the elementspecific detection of atomic species in molecular systems by utilizing core-level transitions from highly localized initial states, for example, localized core-orbitals of an atom of interest. Based on this element specificity, in principle, TRXAS allows the probing of changes in valence charge densities of individual atomic species constituting a molecule that undergoes photoinduced processes. For the Fe(II) SCO processes, while Fe L 2,3 -edge spectroscopy has been used to exclusively probe the valence charge density (and relevant spin-states) of the Fe 3d orbitals, ligand 1s (K-edge) spectroscopy, of which the principle is shown in Fig. 4(A) , can serve as another useful probing tool because it can selectively measure the change in valence charge density of the nearest-neighbouring atom around the Fe atom. In particular, the TRXAS measurement targeting the ligand atoms bound to the metal centres provides direct information on metalligand interactions of transition metal complexes. For example, by probing the 1s -2p (and higher-energy continuum resonances) core-level transitions of lighter elements such as carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, we can obtain a ''ligand perspective'' on the photoinduced molecular dynamics. 163, 210, 211 Specifically, the 1s -2p transition directly probes the LUMO of the nearest-neighbouring atoms around the metal atoms while spectrally broader continuum resonances at higher energies are very sensitive to the chemical environment. In addition, in the ligand 1s spectroscopy, the excited core electron can be treated in a one-electron picture, allowing us to use ab initio methods to simulate core-level spectra. In contrast, in 3d metal L-edge X-ray spectroscopy, multiplets arising from strong spin-orbit coupling of heavy metals make it difficult to use ab initio methods for the simulation of XAS spectra, although there have been efforts to develop high-level quantum calculations for that purpose.
To understand the influence of the ligand structure on the valence charge distribution and metal-ligand interaction of Fe(II) SCO complexes, we applied ligand 1s spectroscopy to three prototypical Fe(II) polypyridyl complexes with various ligands, [Fe(tren(py) 3 3 ] 2+ (bpy = bipyridine), shown in Fig. 4(B) . 197 Static N K-edge XAS spectra of the three complexes either in powder layers on a Si 3 N 4 membrane or in 100 mM aqueous solution were measured as shown in Fig. 4(D) . Despite different distortions, symmetries, and charge-transfer bands of the three compounds, their L-edge XAS spectra are almost identical to each other. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 4(D 3. Time-resolved X-ray liquidography
Principle of TRXL
X-rays with photon energies higher than atomic resonance scatter elastically off all atom-atom pairs of any species in solution, providing structural information over a wide range of length scales. The TRXL technique is based on this global structural sensitivity of X-ray diffraction. Here we note that the diffraction from liquid is often called diffuse scattering to distinguish it from the Bragg diffraction peaks from a wellordered molecule system. The experimental setup of the TRXL comprises a pulsed laser system to excite the sample, a highspeed mechanical chopper that selects X-ray pulses at a reduced repetition rate, an integrating charge-coupled device (CCD) area detector, and a sample-flowing system, as shown in Fig. 5 . High-flux X-rays are focused onto a circulating liquid sample either in a flowing jet or in a capillary, and scattered X-rays are measured by a two-dimensional area detector, giving X-ray scattering patterns at various time delays after laser excitation. Such experimental setup for TRXL has been initially established at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) 92, 212 and later at other synchrotrons.
For the realization of TRXL experiment, many technical challenges need to be overcome. First, X-rays from synchrotrons have a repetition rate of 1-500 MHz, which is much faster than the typical repetition rate (1 kHz) of an amplified femtosecond laser. Since laser and X-ray pulses have to arrive on the sample in pairs, a high-speed mechanical chopper is used to reduce the repetition rate of X-rays. At ID09 beamline at ESRF, the mechanical chopper isolates a sub-train of pulses at 986.3 Hz, the 360th sub-harmonic of the RF clock of synchrotron. A phase shifter generates a delayed RF clock that is synchronized with the repetition rate of the laser oscillator (88.05 MHz) and the amplifier (986.3 Hz). The amplified laser pulse is in phase with the chopper. The time delay between the laser and X-ray pulse is controlled electronically by shifting the phase of the oscillator feedback loop using a delay generator with 10 ps resolution. Another experimental challenge is the extremely small difference in the scattering intensity between before and after laser excitation. Because the signal-to-noise ratio of the difference scattering depends on the X-ray flux, the full flux of a single X-ray pulse from the third-generation synchrotron should be utilized. At ESRF, polychromatic X-rays (peaked at B18 keV, B3% bandwidth) rather than monochromatic X-rays are used to increase the flux and therefore greatly shorten the data acquisition time.
Two-dimensional scattering patterns on the CCD can be circularly integrated into one-dimensional scattering curves, S exp (q,t), as a function of the momentum transfer q = (4p/l)sin y, where l is the wavelength of the X-rays and 2y is the scattering angle, and the time delay, t, between the laser and X-ray pulses. The scattering curve of the unperturbed sample (À3 ns) is subtracted from the curve measured at a positive time delay to generate the difference scattering curve, DS exp (q,t) and their sine-Fourier transformation, DS exp (r,t), gives information on the distances of all atom pairs in the sample.
The sensitivity of TRXL to all atom pairs is a great strength, but it also poses significant challenges to the interpretation of TRXL data. To overcome this difficulty, we fit theoretical difference scattering curves, DS theory (q,t), to the experimental data by minimizing the difference between the experimental and theoretical curves at all time delays simultaneously. DS theory (q,t) is simulated using a linear combination of three major scattering X-rays generated from a synchrotron source are directed through a beamline and selected by a high-speed mechanical X-ray chopper. The laser pulses excite the solutes in the sample and the time-delayed X-ray pulses probe the photoinduced structural changes as scattering patterns on the CCD detector. (B) Synchrotron filling (16-bunch mode) pattern at ESRF adequate for TRXL experiment. The time interval between X-ray pulses is 176 ns and a mechanical chopper can isolate a single pulse from the adjacent pulses to reach the ultimate time resolution, which is limited by the X-ray pulse length itself. (C) Procedure of extracting the difference scattering pattern. The difference scattering image at a given positive time delay is generated by subtracting the reference image at À3 ns from the scattering image at the positive delay.
contributions (1) where R is the ratio of solvent to solute molecules, k represents the index of chemical species (reactant, intermediates, and products), c k (t) is the fractions of k species after the time delay t, S k (q) is the scattering intensity of species k, (qS/qT) r is the scattering change with respect to the temperature rise in the solvent at constant density (temperature differential), (qS/qr) T is the scattering response with respect to a change in solvent density at constant temperature (density differential), DT(t) and Dr(t) are the changes of the solvent temperature and density at a time delay t. Each of solute-related terms can be simulated using quantum mechanical calculations and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The solvent differential functions such as (qS/qT) r and (qS/qr) T can be obtained from a separate TRXL measurement of pure solvent using near-IR laser pulses. After minimization of the difference between the experimental and theoretical curves for all time delays, the global fitting provides time-dependent population changes of the solutes as well as temporal changes in temperature and density of the solvent. The details of the TRXL experiment and data analysis are described elsewhere. 105 In the following, we present some of our own studies using the TRXL technique for the investigation of structural dynamics of small molecules and proteins in solution.
3.2.1 Solvent-dependent structural dynamics of haloethane. As described above, TRXL can directly monitor time-dependent concentration changes of solute species (reactants, intermediates, and products) involved in a solution-phase chemical reaction, thus allowing us to determine the reaction mechanism. By taking advantage of this resolving power of TRXL, we examined the solvent dependence of the reaction mechanism for photodissociation of 1,2-diiodoethane (C 2 H 4 I 2 ). In solution-phase reactions, the properties of solvent often influence the pathways and rates of a chemical reaction by changing the landscape of potential energy surfaces. A previous TRXL study on the C 2 H 4 I 2 photodissociation showed that the C 2 H 4 I-I isomer is formed as the major intermediate. 84 Later, we applied TRXL to the same reaction in cyclohexane, which has a very different polarity from methanol. 128 By investigating the reaction dynamics in the two solvents, we can examine how the polarity of the solvent affects the dynamics and mechanism of the reaction. In Fig. 6 , difference scattering curves measured for the photodissociation of C 2 H 4 I 2 in cyclohexane are shown in the q-space and r-space. The difference scattering curves show distinct oscillatory features that are signature of structural changes of reacting molecules. The theoretical difference scattering curves, shown together in Fig. 6 , were obtained by globally fitting the experimental scattering curves at various time delays. The concentration changes of chemical species and the reaction mechanism of the photodissociation of C 2 H 4 I 2 in cyclohexane and methanol are compared in Fig. 7 . In both cyclohexane and methanol, on photoexcitation, one iodine atom is dissociated from the C 2 H 4 I 2 molecule, generating a C 2 H 4 I radical much earlier than 100 ps. However, subsequent reaction pathways starting from the C 2 H 4 I radical are quite different in the two solvents. In methanol, the C 2 H 4 I radical combines with an I atom to form a C 2 H 4 I-I isomer, which then dissociates into C 2 H 4 and I 2 molecules. In contrast, in cyclohexane, the C 2 H 4 I radical undergoes two competing reaction channels: (1) combines with an I atom to form a C 2 H 4 I-I isomer, or (2) dissociates into C 2 H 4 and I. This difference of the reaction pathways in cyclohexane and methanol can be explained by the difference in solvent polarity. The reaction channel of isomer formation (C 2 H 4 I + I -C 2 H 4 I-I) is highly exothermic, while dissociation into C 2 H 4 and I (C 2 H 4 I -C 2 H 4 + I) is slightly endothermic. Since C 2 H 4 and I radical becomes more stable in methanol than in cyclohexane. As a result, the reaction channel of C 2 H 4 I -C 2 H 4 + I is easier to occur in cyclohexane than in methanol. In contrast, the isomer formation channel, which is highly exothermic, is less likely to be influenced by the small energy shift induced by the change in solvent polarity. Therefore, the isomer formation occurs in both methanol and cyclohexane, while the dissociation into C 2 H 4 and I is more likely to occur in cyclohexane than in methanol. The difference in the reaction pathways of C 2 H 4 I 2 in methanol and cyclohexane underpins the role of the solvent in chemical reaction and also demonstrates the power of TRXL to resolve the difference in the reaction mechanism. Similarly, TRXL has also been used to investigate the spatiotemporal kinetics of photodissociation reactions of haloalkanes such as CHI 3 134, 135 Proteins at equilibrium undergo continuous structural fluctuation and therefore can exist in a number of conformational substates. When proteins perform their biological functions, they undergo non-equilibrium structural transitions from one state to another while spanning many conformational substates of each state. Since the dynamics and function of a protein are often governed by its structure, they can be presumably modulated depending on which conformational substates of a state become populated in the course of non-equilibrium protein transitions. Myoglobin (Mb) is a good example showing the structural transition involving conformational substates. Mb is a heme protein that transports and stores small ligands in muscles. Due to its small size and photoinduced dissociation of the heme-ligand bond, Mb has served as a model system for studying the relationships between the dynamics, function, and structure of proteins. From the infrared (IR) spectra of Mb ligated with CO (MbCO) 213, 214 and CO-photolyzed Mb 215, 216 in the frequency region of CO stretching, two states were identified depending on whether the CO ligand is ligated to the heme (A state) or in the primary docking site in the distal heme pocket (B state). In addition, it was found that the CO stretching bands corresponding to the A and B states are split into multiple peaks, suggesting the existence of several conformational substates of the A (A0, A1, and A3) and B (B0, B1, and B2 in the order of decreasing CO stretching frequency) states. 213, 214 These conformational substates arise from various conformations of a distal histidine residue in the primary docking site relative to the CO ligands. The dynamics of equilibrium and non-equilibrium transition among the conformational substates belonging to the A and B states were measured using time-resolved IR spectroscopic techniques. 217, 218 While the CO stretching frequency probed by IR spectroscopy is highly sensitive to the local structural change of the protein, the change in the global protein structure involved in the transitions among the conformational substates belonging to the A and B states of Mb may be decoupled from the migration of the CO ligand and is poorly understood. By measuring and analyzing the TRXL signals of MbCO, we were able to elucidate the dynamics of global conformational change associated with the conformational substates of Mb. Time-resolved difference X-ray solution scattering curves of MbCO are shown in Fig. 8 . From the analysis of scattering data using singular value decomposition (SVD) in various time 8 Time-resolved difference scattering curves measured for a solution sample of wild-type sperm whale MbCO. Experimental curves (black) are compared with theoretical curves (red) that were generated from linear combinations of four time-independent, species-associated difference scattering curves extracted from the kinetic analysis using the kinetic model shown in Fig. 9 . The time delay after photoexcitation is indicated above each difference scattering curve.
ranges, we obtained four structurally distinct intermediates formed by the photolysis of the CO ligand and six kinetic components with time constants of 460 ps, 3.6 ns, 92 ns, 1.4 ms, 90 ms, and 1.2 ms. Based on the result of the SVD analysis, we performed the kinetic analysis to determine the optimum kinetic model that best fits the experimental data among a total of eighteen candidate kinetic models. The optimum model shown in Fig. 9 consists of four intermediates termed B, C, D, and S and the six kinetic components obtained from the SVD analysis were assigned to the transitions among these intermediates. Importantly, the transition from the first intermediate (B) to the second one (C) occurs biphasically with time constants of 460 ps and 3.6 ns, and the relative population ratio of these two transitions was 46% and 54%, respectively. The B-to-C transition corresponds to the movement of the photodissociated CO ligand from the primary docking site to the Xe4 site and the biphasic nature of the transition indicates that two conformational substates of B (B 1 and B 2 ) are involved in the tertiary structural relaxation associated with the transition. The biphasic transition from B to C has never been resolved with time-resolved IR spectroscopy, suggesting that the B-to-C transition from two different conformational substates can be distinguished only by their global structural changes probed by TRXL. Following the B-to-C transition, C transforms to the third intermediate (D) with the time constant of 92 ns, and D is converted to the last intermediate (S) with the time constant of 1.4 ms. These two transitions correspond to tertiary structural transitions towards the deoxy form of Mb. The C-to-D and D-to-S transitions accompany the movements of the photodissociated CO (1) from the Xe4 site (defined by G25, I28, L29, V68, and I107) to the Xe1 site (defined by L89, H93, L104, and F138) and (2) from the Xe1 site to the solvent environment, respectively. Finally, the deoxy
À1
, which can be approximated by a combination of two unimolecular time constants of 90 ms and 1.2 ms.
3.2.3 Orientational dynamics of transiently aligned protein molecules. While TRXL has proven to be effective for probing structural dynamics of proteins, a scattering pattern from the solution sample is rotationally averaged due to random orientation of molecules and the lack of long-range orders in solution. The resultant isotropic scattering pattern contains much less information than the Laue diffraction patterns from crystalline samples. As an effort to increase the information content in the solution scattering pattern obtained from TRXL measurements, we manipulated the polarization orientation of linearly polarized pump laser pulse relative to the X-ray propagation direction, as shown in Fig. 10(A) . Linearly polarized light preferentially excites the molecules with transition dipoles oriented along the polarization direction with the probability proportional to cos 2 a, where a is the angle between the laser polarization and the transition dipole of a molecule. As a result, the excited molecules are aligned along the laser polarization direction and generate anisotropic X-ray scattering patterns. It has been already shown by ultrafast electron diffraction experiments that such an anisotropic pattern can help to characterize the molecular structure and dynamics more clearly. [219] [220] [221] Conversely, the anisotropic scattering pattern could lead to misinterpretation of the scattering pattern. Therefore, more careful treatment is needed in the analysis of the anisotropic scattering pattern.
As an effort to take advantage of anisotropic scattering patterns measured by TRXL, we investigated structural transition of the Mb protein by applying TRXL with linearly polarized pump laser pulses. 122 Since Mb has a much larger size than small molecules, rotational diffusion of excited Mb molecules takes B10 ns. Therefore, even with 100 ps time resolution of TRXL, the effect of linearly polarized excitation on the X-ray scattering pattern can be observed. In our experiment, the excited Mb molecules are photoselectively aligned by photoinduced dissociation of a CO ligand from the metal ion of the heme group in the carboxymyoglobin (MbCO) using a linearly polarized picosecond laser pulse. To examine the laser polarization effect on the X-ray scattering pattern, we checked the 1D curves obtained from the horizontal (DS H (q,t)) and vertical (DS V (q,t)) cuts of the 2D scattering image. When the laser polarization is perpendicular to the direction of X-ray propagation, the horizontal and vertical cross-sections are clearly different from each other at 100 ps time delay as shown in Fig. 10(B) . As time goes on, the difference between the horizontal and vertical cuts, i.e. anisotropy, of the anisotropic scattering pattern becomes smaller and completely vanishes in the data at 1 ms time delay. In contrast, in Fig. 10(C) , when the laser polarization is parallel to the X-ray propagation direction, no distinct difference between the horizontal and vertical cuts is seen, even at 100 ps.
To follow the time evolution of the anisotropic X-ray scattering patterns, at each time delay, we took the difference between the two scattering curves from the perpendicular and parallel cases and integrated it along the q axis to define a measure of polarization anisotropy contained in the X-ray scattering patterns. The time evolution of the anisotropy is plotted in Fig. 10(D) . Also, the perpendicular case alone were used to extract the anisotropy by taking the difference between the 1D curves from the vertical and horizontal cross sections. In both cases, the observed anisotropy decay of aligned Mb molecules are fit by an exponential of B15 ns time constant, which agrees well with the rotational diffusion time measured by NMR (10-20 ns) 222, 223 and the value predicted by the Stokes-Einstein equation (11 ns) . Thus, the transient anisotropy measured by picosecond X-ray solution scattering is relevant for measuring the orientational dynamics of the protein molecules. This result clearly shows that photoselectively aligned molecules give rise to anisotropic scattering patterns and the time evolution of these patterns can be used to monitor the orientational dynamics of excited molecules. Since TRXL using thirdgeneration synchrotrons has a time resolution of only 100 ps, the anisotropy effect on the X-ray scattering pattern has not been seriously considered so far because rotational diffusion of small molecules commonly occurs on a much shorter time scale than 100 ps. However, when using femtosecond X-ray pulses generated from X-ray free electron laser (XFEL), it will be needed to appropriately analyze anisotropic scattering patterns. Recently, using the same approach, femtosecond orientational dynamics of a metal complex were investigated by performing the TRXL experiment at XFEL. 224 
Comparison of TRXL and TRXAS
It is worthwhile to compare the two representative timeresolved X-ray methods, TRXL and TRXAS techniques. These two different but closely related techniques have been successful in investigating structural dynamics in the solution phase by making use of the direct relationship of X-ray scattering and absorption with global and local molecular structures, respectively. These techniques are common in that they use a pump laser pulse to initiate the chemical reaction and the induced changes are subsequently probed by a time-delayed X-ray pulse. However, they are based on different types of phenomena (scattering and absorption) and have their own limitations and advantages for probing structural dynamics of solvated molecules.
Since X-rays are scattered off all atom-atom pairs and chemical species within the sample, direct information on the global molecular structure can be retrieved from the measured X-ray scattering patterns. Therefore, TRXL is well suited for probing global structural dynamics of reacting species present in the solution. However, due to relatively weak contribution of solutes to the TRXL signal from the solution sample, it is crucial to perform accurate model simulations such as a global-fitting procedure to distinguish structural changes of solutes from other solvent-related contributions. Also, the application of TRXL is generally limited to only molecules containing heavy atoms with high scattering power.
On the other hand, TRXAS can provide more selective information than TRXL due to element-specific nature of the energy levels of core electronic states. Also, TRXAS simultaneously probes the electronic and local geometric structure of Fig. 10 (A) Concept of X-ray scattering from selectively aligned protein molecules. With respect to the X-ray propagation direction (x axis), the polarization (e) of the laser pulse can have any orientation defined by y and j in spherical coordinates, where 0 r y r p/2 and 0 r j r p/2. In our experiment, the laser light with linear polarization was sent along the z direction (setting j = p/2) and only the y value was varied between 0 and p/2. The orientation of the transition dipole (m) of a molecule is described by the angle, a, with respect to the laser polarization (e). We used linearly polarized light with y = 0 (i.e. parallel to the X-ray propagation) and y = p/2 (i.e. perpendicular to the X-ray propagation) as the laser excitation source. (B and C) 1D scattering curves, DS H (q,t) and DS V (q,t), obtained from horizontal (DS H ) and vertical (DS V ) cuts, respectively, of 2D scattering patterns of Mb measured at 100 ps and 1 ms time delays. The laser polarization direction and the X-ray propagation direction were adjusted to be (B) perpendicular (y = p/2) and (C) parallel (y = 0) to each other. (D) Time evolution of transient anisotropy obtained from the anisotropic X-ray scattering curves. Both the difference between the parallel and perpendicular cases (black circles) and the difference between the vertical and horizontal cross sections in the perpendicular case alone (green squares) provide the temporal change of anisotropy, which reflects the dynamics of rotational diffusion of the protein molecules in solution. In contrast, the difference between the same cross sections in the parallel case (blue diamonds) does not show any change in anisotropy over time. The red curve is a fit to the observed time-dependent anisotropy with the decay time constant of 15 AE 6 ns.
solvated chromophores in solution. However, since TRXAS probes only the local structure around specific atoms absorbing X-rays, it is not sensitive to the overall structure of solute molecules and solvation shells that are present at a long distance from the absorbing atoms. Therefore, TRXAS is particularly suited for probing ultrafast structural dynamics at short distances from the absorbing atoms. From recent studies, it has been demonstrated that TRXAS can uniquely monitor the dynamics associated with d-orbitals of the transition metal complex, for example, changes of valence bond occupancy and charge transfer. Since these orbitals are mainly responsible for the chemistry of this class of molecules, TRXAS measurements can give insight into chemical bonding in the transition-metal coordination compounds. In a broader sense, the prevalence of transition metals in biological molecules underscores the importance of TRXAS for understanding the evolution of the electronic structure associated with chemical reaction dynamics of such systems. For example, a recent TRXAS measurement on ligand dissociation of MbCO 225, 226 demonstrates the potential of TRXAS for investigating biological samples. Considering the pros and cons of TRXL and TRXAS, an approach of combining the two complementary techniques may be the most effective way of elucidating the dynamics and mechanism of chemical reactions accurately. A recent study on the photolysis of iodoform (CHI 3 ) is a good example demonstrating the power of such a combined approach. 227 From two previous studies on the photolysis of CHI 3 using TRXL 98 or transient absorption, 228 there has been a strong debate about the identity of the major reaction intermediate species among three candidate intermediates: CHI 2 radical (TRXL) vs. CHI 2 -I isomer and CH 2 + ion (transient absorption). To resolve this conflict, we used both TRXL and TRXAS to measure the reaction dynamics of iodoform photolysis on a sub-nanosecond time scale. Fig. 11(A) shows the difference X-ray scattering curves measured at the time delays of À20 ps and 100 ps using the time-slicing scheme. The time-slicing scheme allows us to achieve the effective time resolution of B20 ps by deconvolution of the instrument response function from the scattering curves measured at time delays earlier than the X-ray pulse width (B100 ps). 132, 133 The two scattering curves are identical to each other within the noise level, suggesting that the major intermediate species is generated within the time resolution of our measurement. The temporal change of the peak intensity at q = 2.205 Å À1 shown in the inset of Fig. 11(A) gives a clear view of the reaction kinetics and its rise is well described by a single error function with a width of 80 ps full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM), which corresponds to the instrument response function (IRF) of the TRXL setup. This result indicates that no further chemical reaction occurs on the sub-nanosecond time scale and is in contrast to the result from a previous transient absorption study, which identified the dissociation of the CHI 2 -I isomer with an B700 ps time constant. To identify the major intermediate formed within the time resolution, we analyzed the difference scattering curve at À20 ps as shown in Fig. 11(B) . We note that the TRXL measurement should be equally sensitive to the structure of the CHI 2 radical and the CHI 2 -I isomer because X-rays scatter from every atom in the molecules. Judging by the w 2 value, the CHI 2 + I channel (w 2 = 1.6) fits the experimental curve much better than the CHI 2 -I isomer channel (w 2 = 4.9) or the CHI 2 + + I À channel (w 2 = 4.7). These results from the TRXL measurement shows that the CHI 2 radical, rather than the isomer or the CHI 2 + ion, is the major intermediate of the iodoform photolysis with the estimated yield of B8%. Fig. 12(A) shows the difference XANES spectra measured around the iodine L 1 edge at the time delays of 100 ps and 300 ps. The feature peaked at 5.1857 keV is located at a lower energy than the main edge and thus corresponds to the 2s -5p transition. The peak positions, amplitudes and shapes of the two transient spectra are almost identical to each other within the noise level, indicating that the major intermediate species are generated within the first 100 ps and remain constant thereafter. We examined the kinetics on the subnanosecond time scale by performing a time scan from À1 to 2 ns at the peak position (5.1857 keV) of the difference XANES spectrum. As shown in the inset of Fig. 12(A) , the rise of the time trace is governed by a single error function with a width of 93 ps FWHM, which corresponds to the IRF of our measurement, while no other kinetic component was identified. The same dynamics were obtained from the difference XANES spectra measured at the L 3 edge of the iodine atom. To examine the identity of the major intermediate, as shown in Fig. 12(B) , we performed a fitting analysis of the difference XANES spectrum at the L 1 edge and 100 ps time delay using the static spectra of iodine-containing analogue species (I 2 , CHI 3 , I atom) measured from previous TRXAS studies as a basis set. To generate theoretical difference XANES spectra from these static spectra, we considered (1) the depletion of the -C-I group and the formation of the free I species for the CHI 2 + I channel and (2) the depletion of the -C-I group and the formation of the -I-I group for the CHI 2 -I isomer channel. Although neither of the fits shown in Fig. 12(B) are perfect, probably due to the limitation of the analysis using the analogue species, we clearly see that the CHI 2 + I channel fits the experimental curve much better than the CHI 2 -I isomer channel. These results from the TRXAS measurement confirm that the CHI 2 radical is the major intermediate of the iodoform photolysis in agreement with the TRXL results. Considering that the X-ray-based methods are equally sensitive to both the CHI 2 radical and CHI 2 -I isomer species, the missing signature of the CH 2 -I isomer in the TRXL and TRXAS measurements suggest that the yield of the CH 2 -I isomer, which was detected by optical spectroscopy, might be too low to be detected by TRXL or TRXAS.
Future prospects of TRXL and TRXAS
In this article, we reviewed the principles and experimental details of TRXL and TRXAS along with recent studies of photoinduced chemical and biological reactions in the liquid phase using these techniques. As described above, TRXL and TRXAS are powerful tools for monitoring the changes in geometrical and electronic structures involved in photoinduced processes in the solution phase. Importantly, these time-resolved techniques based on X-rays can provide direct insight into atomic-scale structural changes following photoexcitation. Due to its sensitivity to the global molecular structure, TRXL addresses detailed structural changes of both solute and solvent molecules over a broad range of length scales and reaction kinetics related with hydrodynamics of solvents. However, we note that TRXL exhibits lower spatial resolution than time-resolved X-ray diffraction applied to solid crystalline samples (that is, time-resolved X-ray crystallography) because random orientation of sample molecules in the solution phase wipes out some of the structural information contained in the scattering pattern. In contrast, TRXAS can selectively probe the changes in local geometry due to the element-specific nature of core-level transitions. Simultaneously, TRXAS can provide the changes in the electronic structure of atomic elements, as demonstrated by the Fe L 2,3 -edge measurements of spin crossover dynamics. Ultimately, the approach of applying both TRXL and TRXAS to the same system will give more information on the reaction dynamics as was witnessed in recent studies: photolysis of CHI 3 227 and photoinduced electron transfer in a bimetallic RuCo complex. 141 This combined approach can be even extended to structural transitions of biological macromolecules. For example, local structural changes of photoactive proteins such as Mb and Hb can be revealed by TRXAS, 225, 226 whereas overall secondary and tertiary structural changes can be elucidated by TRXL as demonstrated by recent studies. 101, 127, 134 Recently, X-ray science has made a major breakthrough with the advent of XFEL and energy-recovery linac (ERL) that deliver femtosecond X-ray pulses with increased photon flux and spatial coherence. As a result, TRXL and TRXAS are now being used to probe ultrafast dynamics on femtosecond time scales, [139] [140] [141] [142] [171] [172] [173] [174] catching up with their optical spectroscopy counterparts. On the other hand, these femtosecond X-ray sources pose experimental and theoretical challenges in the measurement and analysis of the data acquired by the two techniques. Once these challenges are overcome, TRXL and TRXAS will become more common structural techniques for investigating ultrafast dynamics in a broad range of molecular systems. Feature Article ChemComm
